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Light Dark Matter interactions:
From Large-Scale down to laboratory experiments
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General Relativity is triumphant
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Expected

Observed
v(r)

Distance to centre (r)

And yet, in its current form, it is insufficient

The good news:  It is always the same thing that is missing
The bad news:     It is not clear what it is but it does mimic extra (invisible) mass



Two popular solutions

“Dark Matter” “Modified GR” 
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“Modified GR” 

astro-ph/0505519

TEVES: astro-ph/0403694

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0403694


Thakurta solution- Kodama time arXiv: 2008.10743 

(30–100) M⊙ mass PBHs could be all the DM 





How to characterise Dark Matter?

Mass

interactions

Find the quantum numbers…
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Thermal range

Right RD

~GeV ~ TeV
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Introduction to DM physics: Deriving the Boltzmann equation

Time evolution of 
The number density

Interactions which change
the number density
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How to characterise Dark Matter?



arXiv:2109.03116

Annihilations

How to characterise Dark Matter?



How to characterise Dark Matter?

Mass

interactions

The cosmological way



Apparently very small couplings to ordinary matter. Does dark matter dissipate at all?

LCDM

Cold DM = no interaction in simulations 
             gives the observed CMB 
So what would happen if interactions?

Silk damping

Baryon vs DM

How to characterise Dark Matter?



 Silk damping

tdec

Baryon-photon collisions

Diffusion Disparition of small-scales



Generalising the Silk damping 
to DM collisional damping

tdec

Dark matter - particles collisions

tNR

no more interaction

teq

Collisional damping Free-streaming



Generalising the Silk damping

In total 6 combinations… so only 6 generic calculations

tdec

Dark matter - particles collisions

tNR

no more interaction

teq

Free-streaming
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Dark matter - particles collisions
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Dark matter - particles collisions
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Collisional damping
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Generalising the Silk damping

tdec

Dark matter - particles collisions

tNR

no more interaction

teq
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teq Corresponds to H @ equality matter-radiation

Can be translated into an interaction rate



Generalising the Silk damping

tNR

tdec

teq
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Corresponds to H @ equality matter-radiation

Can be translated into an interaction rate
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(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)

Free-streaming scale



Free-streaming scale

lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v(t)

a(t)
dt

depends on interactions

depends on mass

depends on the history of the Universe

(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)

Z tnr

tdec

c

a(t)
dt+

Z t0

tnr

v(t)

a(t)
dt if tdec < tnr

Z tnr

tdec

v(t)

a(t)
dt if tdec < tnr

t0
>

Applications to different dark matter scenarios

Decoupling, the non-relativistic non-relativistic, then decoupling 
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WIMPs (CDM)

Neutrinos

Strongly interacting

Strongly (self) interacting

Super light Neutrinos
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Free-streaming scale

lstruct ⇠ 100 kpc
⇣mDM
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⌘�4/3



(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)

MeV

MeV (WIMP) DM can suffer from large free-streaming effect!

1/�dec = teq

tnr = teq

�

mDM

Region I

Region II

Region III

sterile neutrino

WIMPs-like

self-interacting DM

keV

Free-streaming constraints



(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)

last until DM stop interacting

efficient if DM is coupled to interacting species

efficient if DM is coupled to a relativistic 
species

Collisional damping constraints



DM-Baryons

DM-Neutrinos

DM-Photons

l2dm�b /
Z tdec(dm�b) ⇢b v2b

/⇢ a2 �b
dt

<latexit sha1_base64="5yCmXO6bS3rpZlYTKD8vEGw3Hd8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5yCmXO6bS3rpZlYTKD8vEGw3Hd8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5yCmXO6bS3rpZlYTKD8vEGw3Hd8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5yCmXO6bS3rpZlYTKD8vEGw3Hd8=">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</latexit>

l2dm�⌫ /
Z tdec(dm�⌫) ⇢⌫ v2⌫

/⇢ a2 �⌫
dt

<latexit sha1_base64="N44BzUJ5BmCglUg17ocDgRXIGxQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N44BzUJ5BmCglUg17ocDgRXIGxQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N44BzUJ5BmCglUg17ocDgRXIGxQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N44BzUJ5BmCglUg17ocDgRXIGxQ=">AAACa3icbVHLbtQwFHVCgTJAO9BFUWFhMapUpHaUjJBgWdEFLFup01Yaz0SO4zRW/Yjsm0ojKxs+kR1/wIZ/wMnMog+uZOnonHt8r4/zWgoHSfI7ip9sPH32fPPF4OWr11vbwzdvL5xpLONTZqSxVzl1XArNpyBA8qvacqpyyS/zm5NOv7zl1gmjz2FZ87mi11qUglEIVDb8KTNfqCOim3YxwaS2pgaDidCw8BAkzg5W8qe2xaS0lHliK5P5zoHJIb7NAlpMWo+Jk9RV2JPK1ZRxf5SMJ0y1uDe0fTPtZhxi8p0qRbP+igKy4SgZJ33hxyBdgxFa12k2/EUKwxrFNbAw0s3SpIa5pxYEk7wdkMbxsMENveazADVV3M19n1WL9wNT4NLYcDTgnr3r8FQ5t1R56FQUKvdQ68j/abMGyq9zL3TdANdsNahsJA5xdsHjQljOQC4DoMyKsCtmFQ2BQvieQQghffjkx+BiMk6TcXr2eXT8bR3HJnqPPqIDlKIv6Bj9QKdoihj6E21Fu9G76G+8E+/FH1atcbT27KB7Fe//AzWnud4=</latexit>

l2dm�� /
Z tdec(dm��) ⇢� v2�

/⇢ a2 ��
dt

<latexit sha1_base64="RtIXNu+rbGYiejTgjlXRJHq1WI8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RtIXNu+rbGYiejTgjlXRJHq1WI8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RtIXNu+rbGYiejTgjlXRJHq1WI8=">AAACenicbVFNb9QwEHXCV1k+usARIVldAa1oV8mqEhwrOMCxSGxbab0bOY6zseqPyJ5UWln5Efw1bvwSLhxwsgFBy0iWnmfe84zf5LUUDpLkexTfun3n7r2d+6MHDx893h0/eXrmTGMZnzMjjb3IqeNSaD4HAZJf1JZTlUt+nl9+6OrnV9w6YfQX2NR8qehai1IwCiGVjb/KzBfqiKypUrRdzTCpranBYCI0rDyEKmf7fxgHbYtJaSnzxFYm84MOk0N8lW0vq1nrMXGSugp7UrmaMu6PkumMqRb3srbn067ZISYfO1H2+6ECsvEkmSZ94JsgHcAEDXGajb+RwrBGcQ0sdHWLNKlh6akFwSRvR6RxPAxxSdd8EaCmirul761r8cuQKXBpbDgacJ/9W+Gpcm6j8sBUFCp3vdYl/1dbNFC+W3qh6wa4ZttGZSNxsLbbAy6E5QzkJgDKrAizYlbR4CyEbY2CCen1L98EZ7NpmkzTz8eTk/eDHTvoOdpD+yhFb9EJ+oRO0Rwx9CN6Eb2KXkc/4734IH6zpcbRoHmG/on4+Bf3rsAU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RtIXNu+rbGYiejTgjlXRJHq1WI8=">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</latexit>

l2dm�dm /
Z tdec(dm�dm) ⇢dm v2dm

/⇢ a2 �dm
dt

<latexit sha1_base64="Yleoxh5Ms/g/Wno17mOrzxXe+lg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yleoxh5Ms/g/Wno17mOrzxXe+lg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yleoxh5Ms/g/Wno17mOrzxXe+lg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yleoxh5Ms/g/Wno17mOrzxXe+lg=">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</latexit>

DM-DM

�dm�dm ' �dm�b > �dm�� > �dm�⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="RBBwYxTQXXe4Tst93Lr9P7nWnFU=">AAACM3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWApuLDMi6EqKbsRVBfuAtpQ7mbQNTTJjkhHKMP/kxh9xIYgLRdz6D6btLGrrgcC55+Ry7z1+xJk2rvvmLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf26DmNFaI2EPFRNHzTlTNKaYYbTZqQoCJ/Thj+8HvuNR6o0C+W9GUW0I6AvWY8RMFbqFm7bmvUFdJNAnAQixbYU9AHPqH6KL2frdh+EgHlRxmm3UHTL7gR4kXgZKaIM1W7hpR2EJBZUGsJB65bnRqaTgDKMcJrm27GmEZAh9GnLUgmC6k4yuTnFJasEuBcq+6TBE3W2IwGh9UjY7UsCzEDPe2PxP68Vm95FJ2Eyig2VZDqoF3NsQjwOEAdMUWL4yBIgitldMRmAAmJszHkbgjd/8iKpn5Y9t+zdnRUrV1kcOXSIjtAx8tA5qqAbVEU1RNATekUf6NN5dt6dL+d7+nXJyXoO0B84P78E2Ksf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RBBwYxTQXXe4Tst93Lr9P7nWnFU=">AAACM3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWApuLDMi6EqKbsRVBfuAtpQ7mbQNTTJjkhHKMP/kxh9xIYgLRdz6D6btLGrrgcC55+Ry7z1+xJk2rvvmLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf26DmNFaI2EPFRNHzTlTNKaYYbTZqQoCJ/Thj+8HvuNR6o0C+W9GUW0I6AvWY8RMFbqFm7bmvUFdJNAnAQixbYU9AHPqH6KL2frdh+EgHlRxmm3UHTL7gR4kXgZKaIM1W7hpR2EJBZUGsJB65bnRqaTgDKMcJrm27GmEZAh9GnLUgmC6k4yuTnFJasEuBcq+6TBE3W2IwGh9UjY7UsCzEDPe2PxP68Vm95FJ2Eyig2VZDqoF3NsQjwOEAdMUWL4yBIgitldMRmAAmJszHkbgjd/8iKpn5Y9t+zdnRUrV1kcOXSIjtAx8tA5qqAbVEU1RNATekUf6NN5dt6dL+d7+nXJyXoO0B84P78E2Ksf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RBBwYxTQXXe4Tst93Lr9P7nWnFU=">AAACM3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWApuLDMi6EqKbsRVBfuAtpQ7mbQNTTJjkhHKMP/kxh9xIYgLRdz6D6btLGrrgcC55+Ry7z1+xJk2rvvmLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf26DmNFaI2EPFRNHzTlTNKaYYbTZqQoCJ/Thj+8HvuNR6o0C+W9GUW0I6AvWY8RMFbqFm7bmvUFdJNAnAQixbYU9AHPqH6KL2frdh+EgHlRxmm3UHTL7gR4kXgZKaIM1W7hpR2EJBZUGsJB65bnRqaTgDKMcJrm27GmEZAh9GnLUgmC6k4yuTnFJasEuBcq+6TBE3W2IwGh9UjY7UsCzEDPe2PxP68Vm95FJ2Eyig2VZDqoF3NsQjwOEAdMUWL4yBIgitldMRmAAmJszHkbgjd/8iKpn5Y9t+zdnRUrV1kcOXSIjtAx8tA5qqAbVEU1RNATekUf6NN5dt6dL+d7+nXJyXoO0B84P78E2Ksf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RBBwYxTQXXe4Tst93Lr9P7nWnFU=">AAACM3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWApuLDMi6EqKbsRVBfuAtpQ7mbQNTTJjkhHKMP/kxh9xIYgLRdz6D6btLGrrgcC55+Ry7z1+xJk2rvvmLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf26DmNFaI2EPFRNHzTlTNKaYYbTZqQoCJ/Thj+8HvuNR6o0C+W9GUW0I6AvWY8RMFbqFm7bmvUFdJNAnAQixbYU9AHPqH6KL2frdh+EgHlRxmm3UHTL7gR4kXgZKaIM1W7hpR2EJBZUGsJB65bnRqaTgDKMcJrm27GmEZAh9GnLUgmC6k4yuTnFJasEuBcq+6TBE3W2IwGh9UjY7UsCzEDPe2PxP68Vm95FJ2Eyig2VZDqoF3NsQjwOEAdMUWL4yBIgitldMRmAAmJszHkbgjd/8iKpn5Y9t+zdnRUrV1kcOXSIjtAx8tA5qqAbVEU1RNATekUf6NN5dt6dL+d7+nXJyXoO0B84P78E2Ksf</latexit>
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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
more robust method to characterise its nature.

The consequence of DM interactions with SM particles is
to dampen the primordial matter fluctuations and essentially
erase all structures below a given scale (referred to as the
collisional damping scale) [32–34]. The effect is exacerbated
when DM couples to photons and therefore, one can set a
strong upper limit on the DM–⇥ interaction cross section by
examining the resulting CMB spectra.

In fact, a non-zero DM � ⇥ coupling has two specific
signatures. Firstly, as was shown in Ref. [33], large
interactions lead to the presence of significant damping in
the angular power spectrum, which can be constrained using
the position and relative amplitude of the acoustic peaks.
Secondly, after DM ceases to interact with photons, the
collisional damping is supplemented by DM free-streaming4;
this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
Planck satellite [41], one can set a limit on DM–⇥ interactions
with unprecedented precision.

In this study, we extend the preliminary analysis of
Ref. [33] much further and show that a non-negligible DM–⇥
coupling also generates distinctive features in the temperature
and polarisation power spectra at high ⌅. One can use these
effects to search for evidence of DM interactions in CMB data
and determine (at least observationally) the strength of DM–⇥
interactions that we are allowed. This work will be extended
to other DM interactions in a future publication.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the implementation of DM–⇥ interactions and the qualitative
effects on the T T and EE components of the angular power
spectrum. In Sec. III A, we constrain these interactions by
comparing the spectra to the latest Planck data, and find the
best-fit cosmological parameters. In Sec. III B, we present our
predictions for the temperature and polarisation spectra for the
maximally allowed value of the elastic scattering cross section
that we obtain. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS

In this section, we recall the modified Boltzmann equations
used to incorporate interactions of DM with photons [33] and
discuss their implementation in the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy
Solving System (CLASS) code5 (version 1.7) [42, 43].

The current version of CLASS offers a choice between two
gauges for the definition of cosmological perturbations: the
Newtonian gauge, and the synchronous gauge comoving with
DM (see e.g. Ref. [44]). In the presence of coupled DM, the
synchronous gauge equations should be slightly reformulated

4 Assuming the DM–⇥ decoupling happens before the gravitational collapse
of such fluctuations and the DM velocity is not completely negligible at
this time; this offers a way to determine the decoupling epoch.

5 class-code.net

since the gauge can be fixed by imposing ⌅DM = 0 at the initial
time but not at all times. For simplicity, we implemented
the DM–⇥ interactions in the Newtonian gauge only. All
equations in this section refer to that gauge, assuming a flat
universe and taking derivatives with respect to conformal
time, ⌥. Our notation is consistent with Ref. [44].

A. Modified Boltzmann equations

In the absence of DM interactions, the Boltzmann equations
simplify to the following Euler equations:

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (1)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥
� ⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) , (2)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM , (3)

where ⌅b, ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
divergences respectively. �⇥ and ⌃⇥ are the density fluctuation
and anisotropic stress potential associated with the photon
fluid, � is the gravitational potential, k is the comoving
wavenumber, H = (ȧ/a) is the conformal Hubble rate, R ⇥
(3/4)(⇧b/⇧⇥) is the ratio of the baryon to photon density, cs
is the baryon sound speed and ⇤̇ ⇥ a ⌃Th c ne is the Thomson
scattering rate (the scale factor, a, appears since the derivative
is taken with respect to conformal time).

DM–⇥ interactions are accounted for by a term analogous
to �⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) in the DM and photon velocity equations. The
new interaction rate reads µ̇ ⇥ a ⌃DM�⇥ c nDM, where ⌃DM�⇥ is
the DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, nDM = ⇧DM/mDM
is the DM number density, ⇧DM is the DM energy density and
mDM is the DM mass (assuming that DM is non-relativistic)6.
Thus, the Euler equation for photons receives the additional
source term �µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM).

In order to conserve energy and account for the momentum
transfer in an elastic scattering process, the source term in the
Euler equation for DM has the opposite sign and is rescaled
by a factor S ⇥ (3/4)(⇧DM/⇧⇥), which grows in proportion to
a. Thus, the Euler equations become

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (4)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥

�⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b)� µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM) , (5)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM �S�1µ̇(⌅DM �⌅⇥) . (6)

The DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, ⌃DM�⇥, can
be either constant (like the Thomson scattering between
photons and charged particles) or proportional to temperature,
depending on the DM model that is being considered.

6 Intuitively, one can understand why µ̇ must be proportional to the cross
section and the DM number density; if either the number of DM particles
or the cross section is completely negligible, the photon fluid will not be
significantly modified by a DM–⇥ coupling.
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We can use Eq. (23e) and Eq. (23g) to obtain approxi-
mative expressions for the photon polarizations

G�0 = �2⌧2Ġ�0 + 2�� +G�2 +O(⌧c
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3
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3) . (55b)

These expressions are also used to give initial conditions
for the integration of the full Boltzmann hierarchy (c.f.
Eq. (24)), once the approximation of tight coupling loses
it’s validity. We find for the photon shear at first order

�� =
16

45
⌧2✓� +O(⌧22 ) , (56)

and to second order we obtain

�� =
8⌧2
45
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◆
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✓
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6
⌧2
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+O(⌧32 ) .

(57)
Finally, a comment on the validity of the tight coupling

approximation is in order. We identified three conditions,
⌧c H ⌧ 1, ⌧c k ⌧ 1, and ⌧c µ̇ ⌧ 1, of which the former
two are also present in ⇤CDM. For the latter we find in
the early universe, before the epoch of recombination

⌧cµ̇ = uDM��
⇢DM

100GeV

1

ne
' 10�2

uDM��
⌦DM,0

⌦b,0
. (58)

The critical values of ⌧c H and ⌧c k, that determine when
the tight coupling approximation is no longer valid, and
one needs to integrate the full Boltzmann equations, are
larger than 10�3. Therefore the additional requirement
on ⌧cµ̇ is automatically satisfied in all scenarios with re-
alistic cosmological parameters as long as uDM�� . 0.01.

E. Impact on CMB spectra

The e↵ects of dark matter-photon scattering on the
CMB temperature and polarization spectra have been
discussed in Ref. [12, 16] and are shown in Fig. 1. There
are three major e↵ects: (a) the reduction in magnitude of
the acoustic peaks at small scales by collisional damping,
(b) a shift in the position of the largest Doppler peak
towards higher multipoles caused by the decreased sound
speed of the plasma, and (c) the enhancement of the first
acoustic peaks due to a decrease in the photon’s di↵usion
length.

To compare our results with those of previous works
we ran the same code as was used in Ref. [12]. The main
discrepancy between our work and previous approxima-
tions is a slightly di↵erent expression for the tight cou-
pling approximation (see Eq. (49) and comments above).
Comparing the CMB angular power spectra obtained
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FIG. 1. The temperature, E-mode polarization, and TE
cross correlation CMB angular power spectra computed from
Planck best-fit parameters (⇤CDM) and in the presence of
a non-zero dark matter-photon scattering cross section. Red
data points show the errors bars associated with the Planck
best fit model.

with both codes, we find that the largest di↵erences oc-
cur for the temperature spectrum and can reach up to
10 µK2. However, the code used in Ref. [12] is based
on CLASS version 1.6, and CLASS itself has undergone
major changes since then [35]. Moreover, the default val-
ues of many cosmological and precision parameters in
CLASS, such as e.g. the parameters describing reioniza-
tion or the primordial helium abundance during BBN,
have changed, and, for a meaningful comparison, they
need to be set to the same value in all codes by hand. To
determine the importance of the tight coupling regime,
we transfered the code used in Ref. [12] to an up-to-date
version of CLASS. The resulting di↵erences are depicted
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⇤CDM + u + Ne↵ + Ne↵ + ⌃m⌫

Parameter Planck TT Planck TT
+ lowTEB + R16 + lowTEB + R16

⌦bh
2 0.02278+0.00026

�0.00025 0.02278 ± 0.00027

⌦ch
2 0.1238+0.0037

�0.0038 0.1240+0.0035
�0.0045

⌧ 0.099+0.019
�0.021 0.100+0.023

�0.021

ns 0.9898+0.0088
�0.0094 0.990+0.009

�0.010

ln(1010As) 3.143+0.041
�0.039 3.145+0.054

�0.037

H0[Km s�1 Mpc�1] 72.1+1.5
�1.7 71.9+1.6

�1.8

�8 0.850+0.024
�0.018 0.846+0.030

�0.025

u < �4.0 < �4.0

Ne↵ 3.54 ± 0.20 3.56+0.19
�0.26

⌃m⌫ [ eV ] 0.06 < 0.87

Table V. 68% CL constraints on cosmological parameters with interactions, for the Planck TT + lowTEB + R16 combination
of datasets. If only upper limits are shown, they are at 95% c.l.

Figure 2. Triangle plot showing the 1D and 2D posterior distributions of the cosmological parameters for Planck TT + lowTEB
in the ⇤CDM + u + Ne↵ scenario.
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With neutrino mass hierarchy

Dark matter-neutrino interactions
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LSST, EUCLID will be essential! 
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The Milky Way when DM is interacting
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Thermal DM cannot be much lighter than a few MeV 
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non-zero value of � increases the energy density of the
neutrinos and enters into the phase-space of the weak in-
teraction rates that determine nn/np. The PArthENoPE

interaction rates �̃n!p and �̃p!n include finite mass,
QED radiative and finite temperature corrections. We
calculate corrections to these rates in the Born approxi-
mation as an expansion in � such that the total rate for
n ! p is given by

�total
n!p = �̃n!p + ✏n1(T )� + ✏n2(T )�

2 + ✏n3(T )�
3
, (11)

where ✏ni(T ) fits the change in the rates to an accuracy
better than a few percent. A similar expression holds
for the p ! n rate. Finally, we also include the extra
contribution to the energy density from �, expressed in
eq. (2).

The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines in figure 2
show our results for a complex scalar (B2), Majorana
fermion (F2) and real scalar (B1) respectively as a func-
tion of m�. The upper and lower panels show the values
of Yp and D/H respectively and are in good qualitative
agreement with those found in [38, 39], with slight di↵er-
ences due to the updated parameter values that we use.
Although not shown here, our prediction for 7Li is sim-
ilar to that in [39]. For reference, the black dotted lines
show the predicted values of Yp and D/H for the indi-
cated values of Ne↵ . As we would expect, for m� & 15
MeV, we recover the result from standard BBN: this is
because � is non-relativistic during BBN (so its contribu-
tion to the energy density is Boltzmann suppressed) and
it has transferred its entropy to the neutrinos before they
decouple from the photons, meaning that the standard
neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio relation is main-
tained (g?s:⌫ = g?s:⌫ |TD

in eq. (7)). For m� . 0.05 MeV,
we asymptote to the result expected from a massless par-
ticle as � remains relativistic throughout all of BBN. The
values of Yp and D/H for intermediate values of m� are
a result of the direct contribution to the energy density
from � and the contribution from the modified neutrino-
to-photon temperature ratio.

Recent inferences of Yp from observations of metal-
poor H II regions have been slightly higher than re-
sults from the past decade. For instance, while
refs. [44] and [45] found Yp = 0.249± 0.009 and
Yp = 0.2477± 0.0029 respectively, more recently, refs. [4],
[46], [47] and [48] found Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.0010(stat.) ±
0.0050(syst.), Yp = 0.2561 ± 0.0108, Yp = 0.2573+0.0033

�0.0088
and Yp = 0.2534±0.0083 respectively, in good agreement
with each other. The agreement of these recent results
is perhaps not surprising as they originate from indepen-
dent analyses of subsets of the data compiled in ref. [49].
However, all of these numbers serve to highlight that the
value of Yp is dominated by systematic errors. There-
fore, following [50], we take the value of Yp from ref. [4]
with the statistical and systematic errors combined lin-
early: Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.006. The blue shaded region in
the upper panel of figure 2 shows this 1� region.

The experimental value for the number ratio D/H
shows a large spread with the dispersion in the measure-
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FIG. 2: The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines show the
predictions for Yp (upper panel) and D/H (lower panel) for a
complex scalar (B2), Majorana fermion (F2) and real scalar
(B1) respectively. The blue shaded region indicates the 1�
region for Yp from [4] (with statistical and systematic errors
combined linearly) and the 1� weighted mean of D/H from
[51]. The black dotted lines show the values of Yp and D/H
for the indicated values of Ne↵ .

ments well in excess of the quoted errors. For example,
measurements range from D/H⇥ 105 = 1.17+0.48

�0.34 in [52]

to D/H ⇥ 105 = 3.98+0.70
�0.59 in [53]. Here we take as a

conservative value D/H⇥ 105 = 2.78+0.23
�0.21, the weighted

mean calculated from eight independent samples in [51].
The blue shaded region in the lower panel of figure 2
shows this 1� region. It is clear from figure 2 that
the error on the measurements of Yp and D/H are su�-
ciently large that all values of m� are currently consis-
tent with the data at just over 1�. Although the mea-
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FIG. 1: Left panel: Ne↵ as a function of the cold thermal dark matter mass m. The green (red) lines are for the case when
the dark matter is in thermal equilibrium with neutrinos (electrons and photons) and show that Ne↵ increases (decreases) as
m is reduced. Right panel: The blue regions show the 68% and 95% regions determined from Planck+WP+highL+BAO when
both Ne↵ and Yp are varied freely. The green (red) lines indicate the relationship between Yp and Ne↵ for particles in thermal
equilibrium with neutrinos (electrons and photons). As m decreases, the prediction for Ne↵ and Yp falls outside of the Planck
confidence regions.

Anticipating that the bound on mi is such that mi �

T⌫(at recombination) ⇠ 1 eV, we set I(mi/T⌫) = 0 so
that

Ne↵ = N⌫

✓
4
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◆�4/3✓
T⌫

T�

◆4

. (5)

The ratio T⌫/T� is determined by considering entropy
conservation (see e.g. [20, 24, 53]). After neutrino de-
coupling at TD ⇡ 2.3 MeV, the entropy of the ‘neutrino
plasma’ and ‘electromagnetic plasma’ are separately con-
served so that (for T� < TD)

T⌫

T�
=

 
g?s:⌫

g?s:�

����
TD

g?s:�

g?s:⌫

!1/3

. (6)

Here |TD
indicates that g?s should be evaluated at the

neutrino decoupling temperature TD while g?s:⌫ and
g?s:� , defined through s⌫ = 2⇡

2
g?s:⌫T

3
⌫ /45 and s� =

2⇡
2
g?s:�T

3
� /45 respectively, are the e↵ective number of

relativistic degrees of freedom in the neutrino and elec-
tromagnetic plasmas. Explicitly,

g?s:⌫ =
14

8

"
N⌫ +

nX

i=1

gi

2
F

✓
mi

T⌫

◆#
. (7)

where

F (x) =
30

7⇡4

Z 1

x
dy

(4y
2
� x

2)
p

y2 � x2

ey ± 1
. (8)

with limits F (1) = 0 and F (0) = 1(8/7) for fermions
(bosons) respectively and the sign + (�) refers to fermion
(boson) statistics.

Again, anticipating that the bound on mi is such that
mi � T⌫(at recombination) ⇠ 1 eV, we find that for par-
ticles only in thermal equilibrium with neutrinos, eq. (5)
simplifies to

N
Equil. ⌫
e↵ = N⌫

"
1 +

1

N⌫

nX

i=1

gi

2
F

✓
mi

TD

◆#4/3

(9)

For the case of particles in thermal equilibrium with
electrons or photons, we again find eq. (5) and can use
eq. (6) to find the new temperature ratio. In this case,
we find

N
Equil. �/e
e↵ = N⌫

"
1 +

7

22

nX

i=1

gi

2
F

✓
mi

TD

◆#�4/3

(10)

where we have used F (me/TD) ⇡ 1.
The dot-dashed, dashed, dotted and solid lines in the

left panel of fig. 1 show the value of Ne↵ for a single par-
ticle of mass m for a Dirac fermion, Majorana fermion,
complex scalar and real scalar respectively. The case
where the particle is in equilibrium with neutrinos is
shown by the green lines. Here, Ne↵ increases above
the standard value of Ne↵ = 3.046 for particles lighter
than ' 20 MeV. Conversely, Ne↵ decreases below the
standard value for particles in equilibrium with electrons
and photons, as indicated by the red lines. There is no
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non-zero value of � increases the energy density of the
neutrinos and enters into the phase-space of the weak in-
teraction rates that determine nn/np. The PArthENoPE

interaction rates �̃n!p and �̃p!n include finite mass,
QED radiative and finite temperature corrections. We
calculate corrections to these rates in the Born approxi-
mation as an expansion in � such that the total rate for
n ! p is given by

�total
n!p = �̃n!p + ✏n1(T )� + ✏n2(T )�

2 + ✏n3(T )�
3
, (11)

where ✏ni(T ) fits the change in the rates to an accuracy
better than a few percent. A similar expression holds
for the p ! n rate. Finally, we also include the extra
contribution to the energy density from �, expressed in
eq. (2).

The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines in figure 2
show our results for a complex scalar (B2), Majorana
fermion (F2) and real scalar (B1) respectively as a func-
tion of m�. The upper and lower panels show the values
of Yp and D/H respectively and are in good qualitative
agreement with those found in [38, 39], with slight di↵er-
ences due to the updated parameter values that we use.
Although not shown here, our prediction for 7Li is sim-
ilar to that in [39]. For reference, the black dotted lines
show the predicted values of Yp and D/H for the indi-
cated values of Ne↵ . As we would expect, for m� & 15
MeV, we recover the result from standard BBN: this is
because � is non-relativistic during BBN (so its contribu-
tion to the energy density is Boltzmann suppressed) and
it has transferred its entropy to the neutrinos before they
decouple from the photons, meaning that the standard
neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio relation is main-
tained (g?s:⌫ = g?s:⌫ |TD

in eq. (7)). For m� . 0.05 MeV,
we asymptote to the result expected from a massless par-
ticle as � remains relativistic throughout all of BBN. The
values of Yp and D/H for intermediate values of m� are
a result of the direct contribution to the energy density
from � and the contribution from the modified neutrino-
to-photon temperature ratio.

Recent inferences of Yp from observations of metal-
poor H II regions have been slightly higher than re-
sults from the past decade. For instance, while
refs. [44] and [45] found Yp = 0.249± 0.009 and
Yp = 0.2477± 0.0029 respectively, more recently, refs. [4],
[46], [47] and [48] found Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.0010(stat.) ±
0.0050(syst.), Yp = 0.2561 ± 0.0108, Yp = 0.2573+0.0033

�0.0088
and Yp = 0.2534±0.0083 respectively, in good agreement
with each other. The agreement of these recent results
is perhaps not surprising as they originate from indepen-
dent analyses of subsets of the data compiled in ref. [49].
However, all of these numbers serve to highlight that the
value of Yp is dominated by systematic errors. There-
fore, following [50], we take the value of Yp from ref. [4]
with the statistical and systematic errors combined lin-
early: Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.006. The blue shaded region in
the upper panel of figure 2 shows this 1� region.

The experimental value for the number ratio D/H
shows a large spread with the dispersion in the measure-
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FIG. 2: The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines show the
predictions for Yp (upper panel) and D/H (lower panel) for a
complex scalar (B2), Majorana fermion (F2) and real scalar
(B1) respectively. The blue shaded region indicates the 1�
region for Yp from [4] (with statistical and systematic errors
combined linearly) and the 1� weighted mean of D/H from
[51]. The black dotted lines show the values of Yp and D/H
for the indicated values of Ne↵ .

ments well in excess of the quoted errors. For example,
measurements range from D/H⇥ 105 = 1.17+0.48

�0.34 in [52]

to D/H ⇥ 105 = 3.98+0.70
�0.59 in [53]. Here we take as a

conservative value D/H⇥ 105 = 2.78+0.23
�0.21, the weighted

mean calculated from eight independent samples in [51].
The blue shaded region in the lower panel of figure 2
shows this 1� region. It is clear from figure 2 that
the error on the measurements of Yp and D/H are su�-
ciently large that all values of m� are currently consis-
tent with the data at just over 1�. Although the mea-

Impact on CMB

4

non-zero value of � increases the energy density of the
neutrinos and enters into the phase-space of the weak in-
teraction rates that determine nn/np. The PArthENoPE

interaction rates �̃n!p and �̃p!n include finite mass,
QED radiative and finite temperature corrections. We
calculate corrections to these rates in the Born approxi-
mation as an expansion in � such that the total rate for
n ! p is given by

�total
n!p = �̃n!p + ✏n1(T )� + ✏n2(T )�

2 + ✏n3(T )�
3
, (11)

where ✏ni(T ) fits the change in the rates to an accuracy
better than a few percent. A similar expression holds
for the p ! n rate. Finally, we also include the extra
contribution to the energy density from �, expressed in
eq. (2).

The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines in figure 2
show our results for a complex scalar (B2), Majorana
fermion (F2) and real scalar (B1) respectively as a func-
tion of m�. The upper and lower panels show the values
of Yp and D/H respectively and are in good qualitative
agreement with those found in [38, 39], with slight di↵er-
ences due to the updated parameter values that we use.
Although not shown here, our prediction for 7Li is sim-
ilar to that in [39]. For reference, the black dotted lines
show the predicted values of Yp and D/H for the indi-
cated values of Ne↵ . As we would expect, for m� & 15
MeV, we recover the result from standard BBN: this is
because � is non-relativistic during BBN (so its contribu-
tion to the energy density is Boltzmann suppressed) and
it has transferred its entropy to the neutrinos before they
decouple from the photons, meaning that the standard
neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio relation is main-
tained (g?s:⌫ = g?s:⌫ |TD

in eq. (7)). For m� . 0.05 MeV,
we asymptote to the result expected from a massless par-
ticle as � remains relativistic throughout all of BBN. The
values of Yp and D/H for intermediate values of m� are
a result of the direct contribution to the energy density
from � and the contribution from the modified neutrino-
to-photon temperature ratio.

Recent inferences of Yp from observations of metal-
poor H II regions have been slightly higher than re-
sults from the past decade. For instance, while
refs. [44] and [45] found Yp = 0.249± 0.009 and
Yp = 0.2477± 0.0029 respectively, more recently, refs. [4],
[46], [47] and [48] found Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.0010(stat.) ±
0.0050(syst.), Yp = 0.2561 ± 0.0108, Yp = 0.2573+0.0033

�0.0088
and Yp = 0.2534±0.0083 respectively, in good agreement
with each other. The agreement of these recent results
is perhaps not surprising as they originate from indepen-
dent analyses of subsets of the data compiled in ref. [49].
However, all of these numbers serve to highlight that the
value of Yp is dominated by systematic errors. There-
fore, following [50], we take the value of Yp from ref. [4]
with the statistical and systematic errors combined lin-
early: Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.006. The blue shaded region in
the upper panel of figure 2 shows this 1� region.

The experimental value for the number ratio D/H
shows a large spread with the dispersion in the measure-
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FIG. 2: The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines show the
predictions for Yp (upper panel) and D/H (lower panel) for a
complex scalar (B2), Majorana fermion (F2) and real scalar
(B1) respectively. The blue shaded region indicates the 1�
region for Yp from [4] (with statistical and systematic errors
combined linearly) and the 1� weighted mean of D/H from
[51]. The black dotted lines show the values of Yp and D/H
for the indicated values of Ne↵ .

ments well in excess of the quoted errors. For example,
measurements range from D/H⇥ 105 = 1.17+0.48

�0.34 in [52]

to D/H ⇥ 105 = 3.98+0.70
�0.59 in [53]. Here we take as a

conservative value D/H⇥ 105 = 2.78+0.23
�0.21, the weighted

mean calculated from eight independent samples in [51].
The blue shaded region in the lower panel of figure 2
shows this 1� region. It is clear from figure 2 that
the error on the measurements of Yp and D/H are su�-
ciently large that all values of m� are currently consis-
tent with the data at just over 1�. Although the mea-

much lower photon temperature (eV) instead of MeV
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Introduction to DM physics: Notions of annihilation

Disappearance of 2 particles in the initial state

Creation of 2 new particles in the final state

Interactions 
which change
the number 
density

DM = Lightest particle

DM = Lightest particle

SM particle

SM particle
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Can the cross section be independent of mDM?
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One example

The cross section can be independent  
of the dark matter mass

Non chiral couplings
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ClCr 6= 0 +

And so the correct relic density  
Can be achieved for any dark matter mass



Constraints on vector-like fermions
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Dark Matter masses smaller than a proton require

Dark photon/Z’



Constraints on dark photons/Z’
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Conclusion

* LDM very constrained but …
* We have explored a new part of the parameter space
* Unlikely to be the solution to the 511 keV excess
* Which new directions should we take?
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